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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK: “.... By attacking the private ownership of property they [the socialists] 
struck unconsciously at the foundation on which in the historic policy of England’s individual liberty had always 
rested.  Because the privilege of ownership had ceased to be widespread as in the past and had become restricted to 
the few, they supposed that its destruction would extend to the freedom of many.
     They forgot that, apart from economic liberty, political liberty has little meaning. Only so long as a man 
knows that he can defy superior power and still support himself and his loved ones is he a free man. Without that 
knowledge, whatever his standard of living or theoretical status, he is a kind of slave... 
  --  Fabian Manifesto 1893 by Arthur Bryant
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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

GLOBALISM CRITIQUED By James Reed
     A very good issue of the US anti-immigration journal The Social Contract, Summer, 2017, with some telling 
articles attacking globalism:  http://www.thesocialcontract.com/artman2/publish/tsc_27_4/index.shtml
     John Vinson, “Ending Nations will Not End War,” criticises the universalism involved in a song like John 
Lennon’s Imagine, and Vinson is a Christian as well, who as president of the American Immigration Control 
Foundation, has written much on immigration control from a Christian perspective: http://www.aicfoundation.com/about.html. 
So, if you are a Christian and having problems about the immigration invasion, feeling that it is only moral to 
allow all that the corporate elites want to happen, note that there is help out there. Vinson is clever and has some 
good arguments:
     “Even if globalism could somehow ensure peace, would it really be worth the price? Is peace something to 
be sought above every other value? In answer to John Lennon’s Imagine, one might reply that if there is nothing 
worth dying for, then there is nothing worth living for either.  Among the things that a lot of people wish to live for 
are homelands where they feel at home, where their heritage and culture are secure. They also cherish the liberty to 
make that choice. They prefer a world with genuine diversity where different peoples can pursue different policies 
and visions. This diversity can reveal what is successful and what isn’t by comparison. Alas, there can be no 
comparisons in a one-size-fits-all mono-tone globe.
     A most eloquent expression in favor of nationhood was that of the renowned Russian dissident Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn, who experienced the globalist regime of Soviet Communism.  He affirmed that “the disappearance 
of nations would impoverish us no less than if all people were made alike, with one character, one face.  Nations 
are the wealth of mankind, they are its generalized personalities: the smallest of them has its own particular colors, 
and embodies a particular facet of God’s design.”
     Harmony among nations is a worthy goal, but it must presume that nations will exist. The attempt to abolish 
nationhood is a war against humanity’s deepest sentiments and aspirations, and the waging of that warfare will not 
bring peace.”             ***

ON TARGET GIFT SUBSCRIPTION: $45.00 p.a.
The young are looking for answers. How better than a “gift subscription” to the printed On Target.  

The weekly arrival of disseminated NEWS, warning about threats to Rights and Freedoms, will greatly 
assist in developing their character using individual initiative emboldend by lessons from the historical past. 
Follow on with the Social Dynamics Training Course and finally the Social Credit Training Course: alor.org

Three developmental steps to become the divine son (hero) rescuing the father (conservatism):   
CONSIDER A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO ON TARGET AS SEEDING FOR OUR FUTURE!
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THOSE WHO LIVE BY THE MULTICULT SWORD,  
“DIE” BY THE CONSTITUTIONAL SWORD  By Ian Wilson LL.B

     At the moment the political class is in panic 
about court rulings reinforcing the Constitutional 
requirement that prevent dual nationals from running for 
parliamentary office. At present Senator Canavan seems 
to be in trouble because his mother, Australian-born, but 
Italian, signed him up for Italian citizenship in 2006, 
without his knowledge: The Australian, July, 26, 2017, 
p. 1. The cartoonists have made fun out of this claim, 
but I do not see any reason to doubt the claim as being 
sincere, for Italian mothers could culturally do such 
things for their sons. Obviously, mum did not know the 
consequences. What now?
     Well, I believe that section 44 of the Constitution is 
quite clear what needs to happen:

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 
CONSTITUTION ACT - SECT 44
Disqualification
                   Any person who:
                      (i)  is under any acknowledgment of 
allegiance, obedience, or adherence to a foreign 
power, or is a subject or a citizen or entitled to the 
rights or privileges of a subject or a citizen of a 
foreign power; or
                     (ii)  is attainted of treason, or has been 
convicted and is under sentence, or subject to be 
sentenced, for any offence punishable under the law of 
the Commonwealth or of a State by imprisonment for 
one year or longer; or
                    (iii)  is an undischarged bankrupt or 
insolvent; or
                    (iv)  holds any office of profit under the 
Crown, or any pension payable during the pleasure 

of the Crown out of any of the revenues of the 
Commonwealth; or
                     (v)  has any direct or indirect pecuniary 
interest in any agreement with the Public Service of 
the Commonwealth otherwise than as a member and 
in common with the other members of an incorporated 
company consisting of more than twenty-five persons;
shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a 
senator or a member of the House of Representatives.
                   But subsection (iv) does not apply to the 
office of any of the Queen’s Ministers of State for the 
Commonwealth, or of any of the Queen’s Ministers 
for a State, or to the receipt of pay, half pay, or a 
pension, by any person as an officer or member of the 
Queen’s navy or army, or to the receipt of pay as an 
officer or member of the naval or military forces of 
the Commonwealth by any person whose services are 
not wholly employed by the Commonwealth.”

     Read carefully, there is nothing at all said here about 
intentions; there is nothing along the lines said by one 
constitutional expert, that a person in defence must 
have taken all reasonable steps to divest themselves of 
their second citizenship. There is nothing here about 
knowledge – instead, the section explicitly speaks about 
being a “subject,” and people can clearly be subjects 
without the knowledge condition being met.
     This suggests that section 44 will, if the High Court is 
strong, have the capacity to prune out many politicians. 
We will see how much they love their multicult, after 
they lose their seats.  Oh, and there should be a case 
made for losing all benefits, including super, and paying 
back salaries.     ***

FOREIGN GRADUATES AND UNEMPLOYMENT  By James Reed

     Migrants in Australia, we are told, have delivered 
an almost four-fold increase in employment growth 
between 2011 and 2016: The Australian, July 21, 2017, 
p. 7.  It though is a Ponzi scheme, with the growth being 
caused by migrants anyway, who tend to be put into 
what jobs are available. The claim is made that the only 
jobs lost are those of the unskilled, but this is manifestly 
untrue, because local skilled also miss out, such as some 
university graduates.

     For example, the new class elites want to see 
international students working in the state even before 
they finish their studies: The Australian July 19, 2017, 
p. 27.  These jobs will be lost to locals, and it is just 
magical thinking to suppose that the flow of money 
spent by international students will create new jobs.   
     There is considerable flexibility in the economy to 
absorb workers, and to not require more for increased 

output.  More efficiency is simply squeezed out of 
existing workers. Thus, increased student loads is met by 
making young PHDers work harder, not by increasing 
the number of jobs. The money just goes as profit.  

     The idea that immigrants create jobs is another 
rationalisation produced by the priestly economic class 
to justify mass migration and increased profits to their 
masters, the corporate capitalists: http://www.eurocanadian.
ca/2014/07/environmentalist-corporate-rapprochement-around-immigration.html. 

     The economic approach to virtually everything 
means that long-term issues, such as ethnic displacement 
are not examined, or are dismissed.  Yet, at present 
in England, mothers born abroad now account for 
28.2 percent of births, and rising: http://www.breitbart.com/
london/2017/07/19/mothers-born-abroad-now-account-28-2-births-england-
wales/, giving the lie to the song line that there will always 
be an England: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GvkyKEYRnM. 
       ***
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     Uncle Len, who liberals would dismiss as a racist, 
joined Aboriginal activists, and mainly young people in 
Rundle Mall, in a place far away, called Adelaide,  on 
the 24th July, to protest about the penalty given to a 
white man who ran over a 14-year old Aboriginal boy 
in his ute: http://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/nitv-news/article/2017/07/21/
driver-not-guilty-indigenous-teen-elijah-doughtys-manslaughter.  
The lad was killed after stealing a motor bike in the 
Western Australian Goldfields region.
     One report said this: “Instead, the teenager, who 
wasn’t wearing a helmet, tumbled under the car after 
the impact and died instantly from severe injuries to his 
neck, chest, pelvis and right leg, a fractured skull and 
bruised lungs.
     Footage of the crash scene played during the trial 
showed the small motorcycle smashed into pieces, 
the boy’s shoes had flung off his feet in the impact, 
a tyre mark on the bumper of the ute, damage to the 
undercarriage of the vehicle and a long trail of oil 
leading to where it stopped.

The vision caused family members to leave the court 
weeping.
     The man conceded he had been driving too close and 
didn’t have time to stop, admitting that was unsafe.”  
All this over a bloody motor bike!  
And, the stupid bike was destroyed after all.
     Normally I hate socialist types, but when I heard 
an impassioned speech by one girl, followed  by an 
emotional address from the heart by an Aboriginal lass, 
I decided to stay and protest with them, although this 
may have turned many people in the Mall off, seeing 
me. But, I noticed that multicult/multiracial Australia, 
passing by, had no interest in this issue; no-one joined in 
that I could see,  and there were a few cynical remarks 
made by some people passing by, from  a variety of 
races. 
     I wonder how Aboriginal people will go in the 
Australia that the elites are now creating? If White 
Australia has been bad for them, how will the New 
World Order culture be any better? I have a really bad 
feeling about what is coming for us all.  ***

A NEEDLESS DEATH By Sad Uncle Len

     An insightful article by Miranda Devine,  
“Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Climate Monster,” at 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/rendezview/whos-afraid-of-the-big-
bad-climate-monster/news-story/5079c031c43e3de67572402640cc6fc0, 
makes the point that many have got rich from peddling 
the idea of a climate catastrophe. 
     She says that Al Gore is back with a new film and we 
can expect more hysteria:

“In Al Gore’s latest cinematic dose of climate 
scaremongering, a young Asian man is crying. 
“I feel so scared” he wails, before vision of solicitous 
uncle Al patting his hand in an attempt to soothe away 
his fears of the apocalypse.
Scaremongering is what Gore does best, and fear is 
the business model that has made him rich, though his 
every apocalyptic scenario has failed to materialise.
In Australia last week to spruik his upcoming 
movie An Inconvenient Sequel, the former US vice 
president tried it on again, claiming Mother Nature 
was “screaming” and the world would descend into 
“political disruption and chaos and diseases, stronger 
storms and more destructive floods” unless we buy his 
snake oil.
Silly Labor premiers bought that snake oil last week, 
pledging alongside the grinning Gore that Victoria, 
Queensland, the ACT and South Australia would 
embrace renewables to produce zero net emissions by 
2050.

They haven’t learned the lesson from SA’s extreme 
green experiment with renewable energy that has 
produced nothing but crippling blackouts and the 
highest electricity prices in the world. (emph-ed)
Any normal person with such a woeful record of 
accuracy as Gore would be ashamed to show his 
face. Eleven years after his Inconvenient Truth movie 
scared little kids witless, his warnings of climate 
Armageddon have come to nothing.”

     My hypothesis is that people are picking up the idea 
that there is a collapse coming, but it is not from the 
climate. The collapse is socio-economic, and this time 
really is human-caused.    ***

LAUGHING ALL THE WAY TO THE APOCALYPSE  By Paul Walker

CLIMATE CHANGE: 
Treaties and Policies 
in the Trump era   -- 
by Alan Moran $24.95

The book foreshadows 
the collapse of the 
Paris agreement and 
gradual, if not abrupt, 
dismantling of the 
costly measures it 
entails – primarily 
involving forcing 
consumers to subsidise 
wind and solar energy.
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     The hawks who are pining for the US to go to war 
against Russia, something temporarily stopped by the 
election of President Trump, should pause and think 
hard about China’s recent military exercises with Russia, 
China’s first involvement in European inland waters, in 
the Baltic Sea. 
     In September, the exercises shift to the Sea of 
Japan, another area of possible confrontation. China’s 
newspapers made clear that all of this was to strengthen 
the Chinese-Russian strategic partnership. 
     The Global Times of China said that China’s navy 
“will surely get stronger and stronger and march further 
and further, which the West should get used to.” Well, 
ignore the flawed metaphor about a navy marching; 
the point should still be taken with deadly seriousness: 
“China Flexes its Military Muscle,” The Australian, July 
24, 2017, p. 9.
     Trump will, hopefully, hold off World War III, but the 
criminal psychopaths who no doubt will follow, as the 
elites will never again allow the election of a peoples’ 
champion against globalism, will have no such concerns. 
     They must believe that they can survive in their 
taxpayers’ funded fallout shelters, to emerge in the future 
to rebuild the planet in their image. 
Dream on, oh dark and evil lords of the bitter night. *** 

CHINA AND RUSSIA, ARE A TAG TEAM 
By James Reed

     The immigration/terrorism story will not be going 
away in the near future so take note of the supplement 
material in last week’s OT and copy the appropriate 
section and send to your MP’s and Senators.   
     Add a brief comment of your own but maintain the 
theme of stopping all immigration.  To be selective will 
only add fuel to the fire and cause division.  A policy 
which can unite people is the answer.
 
Basic Fund July 28 2017:
     As the Melbourne office is now closed, the donations 
had increased by another $2145.  Once again all amounts 
are greatly appreciated and we consider them a “vote of 
confidence to continue the good work”.  
     The staff at the new SA Headquarters in Happy 
Valley would love to receive contributions from anyone 
who has not quite “got around” to sending in their 
contribution.   The progressive total is $28,125.  
Our target for this year is set to $60k. - ND

TARGET FOR THE WEEK:

     I understand that if I ‘doctored’ the books of a 
company I would/could be charged with fraud… it 
is a criminal offence.  But what about the ‘doctoring’ 
of weather details by the Bureau of Meteorology, a 
taxpayer funded institution?  It seems that doesn’t count 
as a fraud.
     Do listen to Alan Jones’ interviewing Dr. Jennifer 
Marohasy on the ‘doctoring’ by the BOM of the weather 
temperature details….  Appalling!
http://www.2gb.com/podcast/dr-jennifer-marohasy/  ***

THE CREATIVE AC-COUNTING 
OF THE TEMPERATURE RECORDS

LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE AGE

     As James Paterson notes (‘Radical approach to 
Indigenous recognition will fail’, 25/7), the Referendum 
Council’s recommendations ‘have far-reaching 
implications for all of us.’  He does not, however, 
seem to have grasped the problems associated with the 
proposal for a ‘declaration of recognition.’ 
     From one point of view, why do we need an official 
statement of the obvious?  On the other hand, is it so 
obvious? 
     Government should be wary of making historical 
assertions about controversial matters. That’s the stuff of 
totalitarianism. 
     There is some doubt as to whether our Aboriginals 
really were the ‘first people’ on this continent or whether 
they displaced an earlier group. Then again, no present-
day Aboriginals existed in time before other present-day 
Australians.
     And who knows what radical implications future 
High Court judicial adventurers might claim to read into 
even the declaration’s seemingly innocuous statement 
about ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders’? 
  -- Nigel Jackson, Belgrave, Vic   ***


